AI Powered Supply Chain Risk Management

Interos
Changing how the world does business
We Make the Unknown, Known
Discovering and managing uncertainty and optimizing your global supply chain is one of the biggest challenges
facing organizations today. We help government agencies and businesses discover and visualize their extended
supplier ecosystems and understand the ripple effects that may impact their performance.

Key Benefits
•

Visualize and analyze your
supplier ecosystem from the
1st to the nth tier

Introducing Interos
Interos, with AI technology, visualizes and assesses your supply chain as well
as acts as your 24-hour news channel, reporting on relevant events that impact

•

risk with real time alerts
•

of your ecosystem

millions of real-time inputs from over 85,000 live data feeds to provide:
•

• Up-to-date data visualizations of your ecosystem so you can understand the

hours
•

across your ecosystem
•

• Reduce the time and expense to conduct due diligence on a potential new

Establish standards criteria
for your suppliers and get

• Uncover their extended supply-chain relationships

• Identify supplier concentration and alternative sources of supply

Get the big picture across
multiple dimensions of health

• Real-time monitoring of events that impact your global supplier ecosystem

• Assess and monitor the risk of existing suppliers and their supply chains

Speed up supplier duediligence from months to

3rd party of your 3rd party to the nth tier

Fortune 500 companies use Interos to:

Receive actionable
intelligence about the health

your multi-tier ecosystem when they happen. Our technology analyzes

• Health scores, insights and firmographics of targeted suppliers

Surface relevant third-party

alerts when they are not met
•

Model outcomes that
anticipate how events impact
your business network

supplier

LEARN MORE AT INTEROS.NET →

AI Powered Supply Chain Risk Management

Enhance Supply Chain Visibility & Knowledge
Interos offers three features that provide rich insight into your supply chain ecosystem so that you can see your
sub-tier supplier relationships, identify opportunities or risks affecting your network, and proactively manage them.

SCRM Net
Discovers, visualizes and analyzes multiple tiers of your
extended supply chain

SCRM Alert

INTEROS

Continuously monitors your suppliers and provides insights into
events impacting your global sub-tier supply chain

SCRM Score
Provides an indicator of health for your suppliers’ ecosystem
across 5 key health factors

The Interos Difference
Visualize Like No Other

Prioritize What Matters

Stay One Step Ahead

Interos discovers and visualizes your

We provide unique supply chain

We analyze millions of real-time

multi-tier supply chain, so you can

insights that reflect your business

inputs from over 85,000 aggregated

see your supplier’s suppliers,

priorities so you can be proactive,

live data feeds, producing updates

and beyond.

not reactive.

specific to your suppliers.

Assurance

Accountability

Advantage

• Supplier Concentration

• Risk Management

• New Revenue Opportunities

• Country of Origin

• Ethical Sourcing

• Alternative Sourcing

• Supplier Diversity

• Sustainability

• Brand Reputation

• Due Diligence

• Counterfeits

• Business Resilience

Our Customer Use Cases

About Interos
Interos Inc., (Interos.net) located in the Washington, D.C. area, delivers transparency, knowledge, and modeled
outcomes so organizations can make smarter decisions about their global connections. Interos, with AI technology,
visualizes relationships, computes supply chain health, and monitors ecosystem interactions to reveal opportunities
and risks. Interos serves customers in finance, aerospace, CPG, food, manufacturing, retail, technology and
the government.
LEARN MORE AT INTEROS.NET →

